Science - Light / Living things and their Habitats

Bombs, Battles
and Bravery

How does our brain understand light? / What lives here? How does it
work?
Explore shadows and sources of light
How and why shadows form/move?
Refraction and reflection.
Explore habitats and what lives where
Look at classifications and using webs etc.
Micro organisms

Trip: Library visit

MFL—Spanish—colours

Steam train—dress up as evacuees and have a morning at the
station. Afternoon at Bodmin
War Museum

To review simple nouns learnt
last term
Greetings

Hook!
Day in the Blitz:
Morning lessons 1940’s style
Rationed food
Prepare school for bombing
Air raid rehearsal
Songs/posters

PE—Hockey and
Dance—WW2 lindy hop
Planned by Go-Active

Design Technology—WW2 ration cooking / Making a stress toy
Explore ingredients and rations available
during 1940—1950’s
Cook war time recipes, evaluate and improve
these. Using available ingredients, plan and
design a new, improved version.
Stress toys—design and make a rice filled
stress toy.

History—Significant facts leading
up to and from WW2
How Britain has changed throughout
the last century
Explore:

Causes of WW2

France/Britain's roles

Home front

Blitz

Rationing

Evacuees

Warfare

Geography—UK counties and
cities, maps, political geography,
orienteering, population and
land uses
How has the shape of Britain changed
throughout the last century?
Learn how to use atlases and maps to
locate cities—reading coordinates
and plotting places on maps.
Following a map to a given destination
Reading a key and understanding
scale

Links to Talk for Writing
Non– fiction unit on letter
writing in role as WW2 soldier
Diary writing as an evacuee
Newspaper reports about significant events surrounding
the Blitz
Reading War Horse by Michael Morpurgo

Computing—quizzing
Music—Charanga– All that
Jazz / Happy—singing and
playing
Vocal warm ups
Exploring pitch and rhythm
Learning and performing harmonies
Beginning to sight read and recognise musical notations
Xylophone accompaniment to
pieces, learning to read musical
notation values and identifying
changes in pitch and rhythm

PSHE - Online e-safety / health and wellbeing

RE—Sikhism / Judaism

SWGfL—Safer internet usage talk
Internet safety sessions
Christopher Winters programme on positive relationships,
focusing on friendships and getting along with one another
Include Yoga sessions here to help pupils with focus and
calm.
British values and citizenship—explore what democracy is
in our country and worldwide. Look at election systems,
and follow current news items by watching Newsround
Explore how the war changed the demographic of the UK
and its population.

Explore both religions looking at the following:

religious beliefs—Gods and founders

Religious buildings—features of and typical
designs

Religious texts

Key religious stories

Main celebrations and festivals

Where is the world

Create a picture based quiz
for young children
Learn how to use the question
types within 2Quiz
Explore grammar quizzes
Make a quiz that requires the
player to search a database
Are you smarter than a 10
year old? Make a quiz to test
your teachers and parents

